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Introduction

In this paper, I will attempt to lay out the formal foundations of the SN ePS knowledge representation
formalism [17] as an intensional propositional semantic network (see [8, 21]). In so doing, I try to respond
to [6, p. 5]:

in taking SNePS seriously, in particular in attempting to present a semantic account which honors
some of the intuitions of its creator( s), one is led into rather interesting, if slightly for biding, logi cal
terrain. Of course, enough has been said to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that there a.re
significant open problems to be solved before a fully adequate account can be given.
The discussion in this paper will be compatible with that in [21], but will not dwell on the specific representations used to implement SNePS/CASSIE, a particular computational (model of a) 111i11cl. 11.at.lier, this
paper will deal with the logical foundations underlying SNePS/CASSIE and any other agent representable in
SNePS. The issues to be addressed include: what are the semantics of SNePS nodes; how can we understand
the principle that the entire network connected to a node determines what the node represents; what do
*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant IRI-8610517, and in part by the Air
Force Systems Command, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York 13441-5700, and the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, Bolling AFB DC 20332 under Contract No. F30602-85-C-0008, which supports t.he Northeast.
Artificial Intelligence Consortium (NAIC).

variable nodes represent; what is the logic of the Belief predicate on propositions represented by nodes; how
is the logic affected by the presence of multiple arcs with the same label emanating from a single node.
In discussing the intensionality of representation in SNePS two notions should particularly be kept in
mind. First, as has been noted by several authors ( e.g. [1, 13, 15]), the objects represented in a mind are
not limited to a fixed, finite domain-when reading or talking, new entities (sometimes called "discourse
en ti ties"), possibly fictional or even logically impossible, can be in trod ucecl and beliefs about them can be
formed. Second, arguments between people often come down, not to which statements are true, and which
false, but to how one person's concepts differ from the other's.
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The Agent

I will present this analysis in terms of an "agent." The agent has beliefs and performs actions (see [11]).
Such an agent is (a model of) a cognitive agent. SNePS/CASSIE [21] is one such agent, but others could be
built using SNePS as the knowledge representation system.
Among the actions the agent can perform is the new believing of a previously not believed proposition. I
do not want to formalize the agent in such a way that it is logically omniscient [5]. Instead, at any time, the
agent will believe only those logical consequents of its beliefs that it has come to believe by "consciously"
performing the act of believing them (or those it has come to believe after "subconsciously" believing them,
and then thinking of them, see Section 8).
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The Domain of Interpretation

SNePS nodes are terms of a formal language. The interpretation of a node is an object in the domain of
interpretation, 1J. What we mean

1)

to be has caused some confusion. V\Te mean it to be the set of all

possible entities that the agent can have beliefs about. We have previously characterized 1J to be the set
of all possible "concepts" or "intensional objects." Rapaport (14] has pointed out that.
referred to as "Aussersein." Certainly,

1)

1)

is what Mei nong

is not the real world, since cognitive a.gents can have beliefs about

fictional, hypothetical, and even logically impossible entities.
In understanding

1),

we want to avoid the apparant contradictions of seemingly compatible researchers

like Appelt and Kronfelcl (1, p. 643]. They say,
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It is important to note that an individuating set is the result of an agent's beliefs, not a mirror
of what is actually the case. It is certainly possible to have an individuating set of terms that
do not denote anything real (e.g., a child's representation of Santa Claus) ... If all is weJJ, and
there actually is an object corresponding to all the terms in the set, we say that the referent of
the latter is that object. If all is not well, the individuating set has no referent and the agent is
simply mistaken or confused.

By "individuating set," they mean the same thing as a set of SNePS nodes all connected with EQUIV
relations (see (8]). I certainly agree with the first two sentences quoted above. However, I don't think that
having an individuating set denoting Santa Claus means that all is not well, and that the agent is "mistaken
or confused." The domain of interpretation V must include Santa Claus, and even the square circle and
Russell's Set.
In this paper, I shall term the members of V "entities": "A being; esp., a thing which has reality and
distinctness of being either in fa.ct or for thought; as, to view the state as an entity" [9, p. 275]. Every SNePS
node denotes an entity. If n is a SNePS node, ((n)) will denote the entity represented by n.
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Types of Entities

We distinguish four types of entities: individuals, propositions, acts, and rules. Propositions are characterized
by being the kind of entities an agent may or may not believe. Acts (see (20]) are charac f.crizcd hy being
the kind of enities an a.gent may or may not intend to perform. Rules are both propositions and acts. ln
order for a rule to "fire," it must be believed, the a.gent must intended to apply it, and its (appropriate)
antecedents must be believed. When a rule fires, the agent forms the intention of believing its consequents.
Intending to apply a rule is what is called "activating" a rule in (19). These notions will be formalized below.
Individuals include everything that is neither a proposition nor an act, i.e. that is neither the kind of
entity that can be believed, nor the kind of entity that an agent could intend to perform. Thus, incliviclua.ls
include not only traditional individuals, but also classes, properties, rela.tions, etc.
SNePS nodes are typed according to the type of entities they represent. Thus, there are Iour types of
nodes-individual nodes, proposition nodes, a.ct nodes, and rule nodes. As resea.rch proceeds, there may be
a need to distinguish other types of entities, but at this time propositions, acts, rules, and individuals are
the only types we have found a need for.
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Meta-Predicates

In formalizing SNePS, we need a set of meta-predicates. These will not necessarily be represented in SNePS,
although if the agent, itself, were engaged in the appropriate philosophical reflection, it could conceive of
them. The meta-predicates we will need include: Conceive, Believe, Intend, Wonder If, lntendToBelieve,
and =. Others will be introduce subsequently.
Letting n, n1, and n2 be meta-variables ranging over nodes, p be a meta-variable ranging over proposition
nodes, and a be a meta-variable ranging over act nodes, the semantics of the meta-predicates listed above
are:

Conceive(n) means that the node n is actually constructed in the SNePs network, and that the a.gent has
conceived of, or thought of, or thought a.bout [[n]). Conceive is similar to, but different than Fagin
and Halpern's awareness functions [2]. They gloss Ai¢; as, "'i is aware of ef;,' 'i is able to figure out
the truth of ef;,' or even (when reasoning about knowledge bases) 'i is able to compute the truth of q>
within time T.'" Here, Conceive(n) may be true without the agent's being able Lo fi gu rc

011t.

the l.rut.h

of[[n]].
Believe(p) means that the agent believes the proposition ((p]]. (In which case, we say that p is an asserted
node.)
Intend(a) means that the agent will attempt to perform the act ((a]]. (I.e. the agent will perform the
appropriate motor functions, but might be blocked by the world.)
Wonderlf(p) means that the agent is wondering or has wondered if [~J]].

V\londerlf will be used to

formalize back ward-chaining.
IntendToBelieve(p) means that at some time in the future, Believe(p) will be true.
n1

= n2 means that n1 and n2 are the same, identical, node.
Only conceived of entities may be wondered about, believed, or intended. This is captured in the following

Axioms:
Axiom 1 Believe(p) ==> Conceive(p)

Axiom 2 Intend(a) ==> Conceive(a)
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Axiom 3 Wonder!f(p) =;, Conceive(p)

Axiom 4 IntendToBelieve(p)

6

=;, Conceive(p)

Arcs and Relations

SNePS nodes are connected to each other by labelled, directed arcs. The labels are drawn from the set of
SNePS Relations, which can be added to by the user of SNePS in the design of a particular agent. Isolated

nodes cannot be constructed in SNePS; neither can cycles of arcs.
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Types of Nodes

Besides the categorization of nodes into individual nodes, proposition nodes, act nodes, and rule nodes,
nodes can also be categorized into base nodes, molecular nodes, variable nodes, and pattern nodes. The
two categorizations of nodes are orthogonal, so there are sixteen types of nodes.

As a. heuristic aid Co

understanding, base nodes approximately correspond to individual constants in a. standard Predicate Logic,
variable nodes to variables, molecular nodes to closed sentences, and pattern nodes to open sentences.
However, remember that all nodes are terms in SNePS.

7.1

Base Nodes

Base nodes have no arcs emanating from them. Ea.ch base node represents some entity of

the

appropri-

ate type. An individual base node represents an individual entity, a propositional base node represents
proposition, an a.ct base node represents an act, and a rule base node represents

a.

c1

rule. No two base nodes

represent the same entity. This is the Uniqueness Principle of [8] for base nodes.
Since no isolated nodes a.re allowed in SNePS, every base node must have at least one arc pointing to
it. The entity represented by a base node is determined by the structure of the network it is connected to.
For example, if bi ; is

a.

base individual node, and it is connected to other nodes in such a. way that the

a.gent believes that [[bi1]] is a. dog, then bi, represents some dog. If the a.gent believes nothing else about
[[bi1]], and it also has some individual base node 'bi2, and its only belief a.bout [[bi2]] is that it is a clog, then
[[bi1]] and [[bi2]] are two intensionally different dogs. Note, however, that nodes a.re what [I] calls intensional
object representations. If the agent believed that the EQUIV relation of [SJ held between [[bii]] and [[bi2]]
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(equivalently, if bi1 and bi2 were in the same individuating set), then the agent would believe that [[bit]] and

[[bi2)] are the same dog, though conceived of slightly differently.

Axiom 5 (Contrapositive of Uniqueness Principle) n1

f n2

:=:,

[[ni)]

f [[n2]]1

As additional beliefs are added to the agent about some node, the entity the node represents changes
slightly. For example, if the agent's only belief about [[bii]] is that it is a dog, then bi1 represents some
specific, but vague dog. If the agent now performs the act of believing that [[bii]J is white, bi 1 now represents
some specific, but otherwise vague, white dog.

7.2

Variable Nodes

Like base nodes, variable nodes have no arcs emanating from them, and come in four types-individual
variables, propositional variables, act variables, and rule variables. In addition, a variable must. have a
restriction, which is a propositional pattern node for which the variable node occurs free ( to be formally
explained below). If vis a variable node, and its restriction represents the proposition P([[v]]), then [[v]] is
the arbitrary individual satisfying P (see [4]). For example, if Pis the proposition that its argument is a
dog, then

v

represents the arbitrary dog. If another variable, v2 , also has a restriction representing P([[v2]]),

then [[ v2]] is an arbitrary dog other than [[ v ]] ( see [18] and [3]).
For every restriction in the network, there is an ordered sequence of variable nodes. Rules must use these
restricted variables in order. If some rule uses some restriction, P, twice (i.e. the rule is about two arbitrary
individuals satisfying P), and the variables of that restriction a.re vf, vf, ... , then the first, or outermost use
of P must restrict vf, and the second must restrict vf, etc.

7.3

Binding Relations

One or more relations in the set of SN ePS Relations ( which label arcs) are binding relations. ln this paper, I
will discuss two: forall and exists2. These approximately correspond to quantifiers in standard Predicate
Logic. A binding relation labels an arc that goes from a proposition node to a variable node, that, thereby,
is bound in the proposition node. We will say that an arc labelled with a binding relation is a binding a.re.
1

Note that "=" is overloaded to represent both identity of nodes and of entities.
The sense of exists is "exists in 1)," not in the real world. Th.is is also its meaning in, " ... when eight years of Reagan rule
produces 3,000,000 homeless people who didn't exist before" (Howard Fast interviewed on Spoken Art.s, WBFO Radio, Jan. 26,
1989].
2
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7.4

Molecular and Pattern Nodes

A molecular node has one or more labelled, directed arcs emanating from it, each labelled by a. relation in
the set of SNePS Relations, and each going to another node. Two or more arcs may go from one node to
one other node, as long as each arc is labelled with a different label. A molecular node, n, must satisfy the
condition that any pa.th from n to a variable node, v, must go through a node, m (possibly n itself), from
which a. binding arc goes to v.
Alternatively (see [10]), we may say that a molecular node is a non-empty set of cables, where each cable
is an ordered pair of a SNePS Relation and a non-empty set of other nodes. More precisely, if r-1,
distinct relations and ns1,

... ,

... , 7'/;:

are

nsi; a.re non-empty sets of nodes, then { (r1, ns1), ... , (r,,, ns 1,,)} is a calileset.,

and is either a molecular node or a pattern node.

If (r, ns) is a cable in a cableset cs, n is a node, and n E ns, then we say that (r, n) is a wire in the cable
(r, ns), and in the cableset cs, and write (r, n) E (r, ns) and

(1\

n) E cs, overloading "E". A relaiion-patli

from the node n to the node mis a sequence, n1,r1, ... ,n/;:,rk,nk+l where the ni a.re nodes (ca.blesets),
the

7\

are SNePS Relations, n

relation-path n1, r1,

If a node

... , n""

=

n1, m

=

nk+l, and for ea.ch i, (ri, n.i+i) is a wire in iu . We say that the

ru, n1,,+1 goes ihroucl: ni, 1 ::::; i ::::; k.

m contains a wire

(r, v) such that

r is a binding relation and v is a variable node, then we say

that m binds v.

If a relation-pa.th goes from a node n to a variable node v, then if every relation-pa.th from n to v goes
through a node that binds v, we say that vis bound inn. However, if there is at least one relation-path from
n to v that does not go through

a. node that binds

v, then we say that v is free in n.

A cableset, then, is a molecular node if and only if no variable node is free in it. A cableset wi l.h at lea.st.
one free variable in it is a pattern node.
The use of sets of cables and sets of nodes is significant, e.g.

However, a cableset and a proper subset of it are different nodes, and if two cablesets differ only in that one
contains the cable (r, ns1) while the other contains the cable (r, ns2) and the sets ns1 and ns2 are different,
then the two cablesets are non-identical nodes.

Notice that this means that it makes no sense to add a

new arc emanating from an existing node (i.e., a new wire to a ca.bleset, while having it remain the same
cableset). Also notice that a node is determined by the a.res emanating from it, not by the arcs pointing into
it.
7

Molecular and pattern nodes may represent either propositions, acts, or individuals. Which of these three
a given cableset represents depends on, and is determined by, the set of relations in the ca.bleset.3 Propo-

sition cablesets roughly correspond to propositions in standard Predicate Logic, while act and individual
ca.blesets (which we sometimes call "structured individuals") roughly correspond to functional terms. (Since
proposition nodes are also terms, they all roughly correspond to functional terms.) Like their counterparts,
ca.blesets get their semantics from the user-the person who designs a particular SNePS a.gent. The semantics also depends on the set of relations in the cableset, which, therefore roughly corresponds to a. predicate
or function.
As examples we will use throughout the rest of this pa.per, in SNePS/CASSIE [21], member, class,
subclass, and superclass are SNePS Relations, in [12], pred and word a.re, and in [20] action aud
object1 are. The semantics given in those papers include (paraphrased):

•anode of the form {(member,{ii}),(class,{i2})} represents the proposition that the entity [(i1]] is a
member of the class ((i2]].
• a. node of the form { (subclass, { i3}), (superclass, { i4})} represents the proposition that the class

((i3]] is a. subclass of the class [[i4]].
• a. node of the form { (pr ed , { s}), (word, { w})} represents the individual surface string consisting of the
word [[w]] concatenated onto the end of the surface string [[s]].
• a node of the form { (action, {a.}), (object 1, { o})} represents the act of performing the action [[a.]] on
the entity [[o]].
The Uniqueness Principle for molecular and pattern nodes is enforced in virtue of the fact that different.
ca.blesets are different nodes and represent different entities.
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Path-Based Inference

Although different cablesets represent different entities, an asserted node may give nse to several beliefs
depending on the rest of the network it is connected with.
Informally, path-based inference (16, 22] is a means of inferring a. virtual arc from a node n to a. node
when there is a certain path from n to

rn

1n.

3 SNePS, as currently implemented, does not actually type nodes as representing propositions, acts, or individuals, but a
cableset can be so characterized, as stated, as long as the user supplies a consistent semantics to various sets of relations.
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For example, using the relations mentioned above, we may specify the inheritance of class membership
with the SNePS User Language (SNePSUL) command,

superclass))))

(define-path class (compose class (kstar (compose subclass-

Informally, this says that a virtual class arc may be inferred from a node

n

to a node

in

whenever a

path of arcs consisting of a class arc, followed by zero or more occurrences of the path consisting of
a subclass arc (followed backwards) followed by a superclass arc goes from

ti

to m, as long as each

superclass arc emanates from an asserted node (one representing a believed proposition). There are twelve

path formation operators like compose and ks tar in SNePSUL including converse, kplus, or, and and.
Path-based reasoning was described in [16] as being a kind of "subconscious" reasoning. This is captured in
the formalization of path-based reasoning which follows.
For a relation rand a path p, let Pbr(r,p) mean that the path based inference rule (define-path r
has been entered into the system. For nodes n and m, let H avePath(n, p, m) mean that the pa.th

p

p)

is in the

network going from n to m. For a. node n, let V believe( n) mean that the agent acts as if i L believes [[n]],
although Conceive(n) is not necessarily true. Vbelieve is a kind of subconscious belief required in order to
make path-based reasoning subconscious.4 Finally, for a cableset cs and a wire w, let cs

Uw

be the ca.bleset

that contains all wires that cs contains, plus w also. The following axioms specify when V believe( n) holds:
Axiom 6 Believe(n) ::::;, Vbelieve(n)

Axiom 7 Vbelieve(n )&Pb1·(1',p)&H avePath( n. p, m) ::::;, V believe(n

U

(r, m))

Let Reduce( m1, m2) be a predicate that holds if m1 and m2 are ca.blesets and the set of wires in m2 is a
subset of the set of wires in m1. In that case, we will say that m2 is a. reduction of m1.
Axiom 8 Reduceiriv«, m2)

¢>

V(w)[w E m2::::;, w E mi]

Other subconscious beliefs of the agent are in propositions represented by reductions of nodes representing
believed propositions.
Axiom 9 VBelieve(p1)&Reduce(p1,P2)::::;, Vbelieve(p2)
4Vbelieve is a kind of implicit belief, but. it is not as powerful as Levesque's implicit belief predicate L [7]. Lo: is true
whenever o: logically follows from the agent's explicit or implicit beliefs, but as will be seen, Vbelieve(n) is true only when n
follows from explicitly believed propositions, conceived of entities, and explicitly entered path-based inference rules, which are
a very restricted form of rule.

g

A subconscious belief in some proposition can lead to a conscious belief in the proposition if the agent

conceives of the proposition:
Axiom 10 Vbelieve(p)&Conceive(p)

=>

Believe(p)

Let Pbclosure(n, m) mean that n contains a.II the wires in m and all the virtual wires that can be inferred
to be in

m

by virtue of path-based inference rules:

Axiom 11
Pbclosure(n, m)

¢>

Reduce(n, m)
&V(r,p)[Pbr(r,p)&HavePath(m,p,mt)

=> (r,mt) En]

&V(w)[w En=> w Em V 3(r,p)[Pbi·(r,p)&H avePath(rn, p, mt)&w

=

(r, mt)]]

If the agent believes (at lea.st subconsciously) a proposition, it will subconsciously believe the proposition
represented by the Pb closure of the node that represents that proposition.
Lemma 1 Vbelieve(in)&Pbclosure(n, m)

=>

Vbelieve(n)

Proof Follows by induction from Axioms 7 and 11.

If the agent conceives of a proposition represented by a reduction of the pbclosure of an asserted node,
the agent will believe that proposition:
Theorem 1 Believe(p1)&Pbclosure(pz, pi)&Reduce(p2, p3)&Conceive(p3) => Believe(v3)
Proof: Follows from Axiom 6, Lemma 1, Axiom 9, and Axiom 10.

For example, assume again the SNePS Relations member, class, subclass, and superclass, and the
path-based inference rule shown above.
represents

the

proposition

that

[[rover]]

Then,
and

{(member, {rover, snoopy}), (class, { dog, male})}
[[snoopy]]

are

[[dog)]s

and

[[male]]s,

and

{ (subclass, {dog}), (superclass, {animal})} represents the proposition that [[dog]]s are [[animal ]ls. In
that case, belief in the two propositions:
[[ {(member, { rover, snoopy}), ( class, { dog, male})}]]
[[ { (subclass, {dog}), ( superclass, {animal})}]]
entails belief in any of the following (different) propositions that the agent conceives of:
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([ {(member, {rover}), (class, {dog})}]],
([{(member, {rover}), (class, {male})}]],
[[ {(member, {rover}), (class, {animal})}]],
[({(member, {snoopy}), (class, {dog})}]],
[[{(member, {snoopy}), (class, {male})}]],
[[ {(member, {snoopy}), (class, {animal})}]].

Example Run
The following is the output of an interaction with SNePS, edited only to eliminate extra blank lines and
the list of nodes returned by the describe command, and to add comments (in italics). Before this section of
the interaction, the relations were declared and the path-based inference rule shown above was entered. T\1e
SNePSUL prompt is "*". build is the command to construct a node in the network, and thereby to make
the agent conceive of the entity represented by the built node. assert builds a node and makes it asserted,
thereby causing the agent to believe the proposition represented by the node. describe is a command to
print a Lisp-like description of a node, so the reader can see its cableset. Symbols of the form Mn, where 11
is an integer, are the names of the nodes. The names of asserted nodes are printed with "1" appended.
*(describe (build subclass dog superclass animal))
(M1 (SUBCLASS DOG) (SUPERCLASS ANIMAL)) ; M1 is built, but not asserted.
CPU time :
0.20 GC time :
0.00
* (describe (assert superclass animal subclass dog)) ; order of cables doesn't mutter.
(M1 !
(SUBCLASS DOG) (SUPERCLASS ANIMAL)) ; This is M1 again, now asserted.
CPU time :
0.08 GC time :
0.00
*(describe (assert member (rover snoopy) class (dog male)))
(M2 !
( CLASS DOG MALE) (MEMBER ROVER SNOOPY)) ,· built and asserted.
CPU time :
0.22 GC time
0.00
*(describe (build member rover class male))
(M3 !
( CLASS MALE) (MEMBER ROVER)) ; A restriction of M2 ! , therefore asserted
CPU time :
0.13 GC time
0.00
*(describe (build member snoopy class animal))
(M4 !
( CLASS ANIMAL) (MEMBER SNOOPY)) ; restriction of pbclosure of M2 ! , therefore asserted
CPU time :
0.18 GC time :
0.00
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Concluding Remarks

This is a paper in progress. I have discussed the semantics of SNePS nodes, various types of entities and
nodes, the cableset definition of nodes, and the logic of path-based inference. Still to come are discussions
of acts, substitutions, subsumption, node-based rules, node-based inference, and acting rules.
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